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Research question
- Grammatical gender is part of a noun’s lemma information ( Jescheniak & Levelt 1994). For the L1 lexicon, it is assumed that all nouns specified for the same gender are linked to the same abstract gender node.
- Bilinguals automatically access linguistic information in their L1 when processing language in their L2 (cf. Spivey/Mariani 1999).
- How is grammatical gender represented in bilinguals whose L1 and L2 both have a similar (tripartite) gender system?
- Do nouns in both languages share the same abstract gender nodes?

Method
Advanced learners are to some extent able to use grammatical gender for predictive processing (Grüter et al. 2012; Hopp 2013). Here the visual word paradigm was employed to investigate potential interference effects during grammatical gender processing in bilinguals.

Participants: 12 near-native adult Russian-German bilinguals (critical); 12 German native speakers (control).

Materials: 12 critical items, 12 control items; all linguistic stimuli (presented in the bilinguals L2, German) had the format: DET + ADJ + NOUN; gender in critical stimuli, a L1-gender-congruent competitor was present; no cognates were used.

Task: click on the object (“Jetzt: dieses rote Sofa” - “Now: this red sofa”)

Hypotheses
If abstract grammatical gender nodes are shared between a bilingual’s L1 and L2 at the lemma level, an interference effect is expected in the critical condition, i.e. bilinguals direct more attention to the L1-gender-congruent competitor before target noun onset a) compared to monolinguals, and b) compared to the L1-gender-incongruent distractor.

If bilinguals use grammatical gender information in their L2 to predict upcoming linguistic material, anticipation effects are expected to show in the control condition, i.e. bilinguals direct more attention to targets compared to distractors.

Results

AOIs within groups over conditions

AOIs between groups over conditions

Discussion
Bilinguals with a similar (tripartite) grammatical gender system use gender for predictive processing in their L2:
Russian-German bilinguals showed higher attention before target noun onset to objects whose L2 names are specified for the same grammatical gender as encoded in a L2 determiner compared to objects whose L2 names are specified for a different gender as encoded in an L2 determiner. However, the effect was less pronounced compared to native speakers (in line with Grüter et al. 2012 and Hopp 2013).

Grammatical gender nodes are shared between a bilingual’s L1 and L2:
Bilinguals directed as much visual attention to an object whose L2 name is gender-congruent with an L2 determiner as to objects whose L1 name is gender-congruent with an L2 determiner, which suggests that:

a) abstract grammatical gender information can be activated by an object’s L2 name, as well as by an object’s L1 name even if the tasks demands L2 use only.
b) grammatical gender information activated by an L2 determiner interacts with gender information activated both by an L1 and L2 object name.

Open questions
Is the observed effect an artifact of a specific initial learner strategy by which L2 nouns are linked to gender categories that were established during L1 acquisition? Or is it the result of implicit convergence of abstract syntactic information in the bilinguals’ mental lexicon?
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